
INSPIRATION
Wood projects 

to take you from 
the new year to the 
Christmas season.

Seasonal Wood Projects
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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On the Bunny
How to bring the heart-eyes emoji to life: a 
springy paint job on a birdhouse panel and 
pompom cottontails for painted-on bunnies.

Bloom & Board
Fresh flowers are lovely. 

But forever-fresh florals? They’re to 
DIY for. Just paint a vase on a wood 

panel, add painted wood letters, 
and glue on faux flowers.

Gold On
Let’s talk about these letters. First of all, 

they come white—we covered them with 
gold washi tape as a mess-free alternative 
to paint. Second of all, they come two to a 
pack—we used both for extra dimension. 

Third of all, aren’t they lovely?

This wood panel 
comes with the frame!
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Flag Forth
Stars and stripes and 

everything nice—that’s what 
this DIY is made of. And by 

everything nice, we mean two 
plaques, paint, marquee lights 

and textured paper for a 
faux-metal look.

Up to Star
Celebrate our nation’s independence (and your craftiness!) with a patriotic wall 

hanging. Trace wood letters onto an aluminum sheet, cut them out, and nail them 
to the wood letters with decorative tacks. Then glue them to painted wood stars.
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Fall Along
Welcome autumn with a wreath-decked sign and your home will thank you. Painted wood 

die cuts, hand-lettering, tea leaves on a grapevine wreath—what’s not to love?

Flower Play
This beauty becomes a year-round 

staple with a simple switch. Just secure a 
basket to a wood panel with nails, add a 
painted sign—and swap out the flowers 
as the seasons (or your mood) change.

Kitten Pretty
The trick: cut a painted paper-mache 

pumpkin in half and secure one half to 
an embellished wood panel. The treat: 
extra texture and dimension on decor 

so cute it’s scary.
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Banner Bliss
Recipe for a cozy day: a crackling 

fire, a mug of hot cocoa and a 
festive playlist. Recipe for this 

winter sign: a fence panel, DIY felt 
and bead garlands and a 
hand-painted greeting.

Blue Christmas
All signs point to a 

Christmas craft as warm 
and inviting as your home. 
We used the reverse stencil 
technique on the top two 
panels (trace stencil first 
and then paint around it) 
and the traditional stencil 

method on the third.



Tree Spirit
No mantel? No problem! Christmas cards are just as displayable on a 

paper-covered barnwood tree. Cut the wood to size (it comes in a bundle), 
decreasing the length by 3 inches for each row (our longest is 21 inches) 

and using two pieces per row.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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